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  Survey of Eglwyseg Mountain 

 

12 April 2016 

The Team: John Barnard and Graham Jackson. 

 

1) Introduction 

Eglwyseg Mountain (Hill Number 3356, Section 30C, OS 1:50000 Map 117, OS 1:25000 Map 255, 

256 Grid Ref. SJ231464) is listed as a Dewey (a hill in England and Wales at or over 500m but 

lower than 2000 feet in height with 30m or more of drop) in the Database of British and Irish Hills. 

The summit area of this hill is extensive with two large 500m contours shown on the 1:50k map and 

within the northerly of these a small 510m ring contour.  This bears within it a 511m spot height 

and about 100m to the South a tumulus.  The summit was visited recently by Jim Bloomer who 

reported that the tumulus at the southern end of the 510m ring contour comprised a heathery mound 

while about 100m to the North in the vicinity of the 511m spot height was a very obvious tumulus 

about 2m high bearing a small cairn.  His Abney level measurements were unable to distinguish 

unequivocally which position was the higher.  It was also not clear from this visit if the natural 

summit existed or whether it lay underneath one of the tumuli.  The purpose of this survey was to 

clarify which tumulus was the higher and determine if the natural summit could be identified.  If the 

natural summit exists, then the guidance given in ‘Summits and Cols’ says this should be taken as 

the summit position, even if the tops of the man-made tumuli were higher.  

2) Equipment used and Conditions for Survey  

A Leica NA730 Professional Automatic level (X30 telescopic system)/tripod system and a “1m” E-

staff extendable to 5m were used to determine positions and height differences of features in the 

summit area.  

Conditions for the survey, which took place between 10.30hr and 15.30hr GMT, were good. The 

weather was cloudy but bright and 10 degrees Celsius but with little wind. The cloud base was well 

above 2000ft and therefore conditions were perfect for surveying with level and staff.   

3) The Survey 

3.1) Character of Hill  

Eglwyseg Mountain lies about 5km North of Llangollen, a well-known and popular tourist town 

that nestles in the Dee valley.  The river runs through the Northern fringes of the town and the 

bridge over it carries the A452 up to the Horseshoe Pass.  High above the valley just here and on its 

East side rise impressive limestone cliffs and the highest land on this side of the valley is Eglwyseg 

Mountain.  Despite the intimidating terrain seen from the valley, the summit is, by contrast, just 

undulating heather moorland, where the limestone becomes covered with a thick layer of peat.  

Indeed the heather on the last 40m of ascent to the summit is exceptionally dense, one reason why 

the many walkers on the paths of short grass that follow the cliffs are not tempted to stray towards 

it.  Eglwyseg Mountain is secluded and during our visit no-one made the short diversion to the top.    

An extract of the OS 1:25000 map showing the summit is presented below. The highest contour 

shown is 510m covering an “elliptical” area of about 250m by 200m. The trig point is at the far end 

of the South 500m ring contour and shown with a spot height of 502m.  There are two small areas 

that bear a 505m ring contour between here and the main summit.  
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1:25k map of the summit area of Eglwyseg Mountain 

 

3.2) The Summit 

The feature that dominates the summit is the large tumulus described by Jim Bloomer.  This stands 

about 2m high, as described above, and is about 5m across on its summit.  It is quite steep-sided and 

appears to be the obvious summit.  However, we noted that it appears to lie on sloping ground on 

the edge of the summit area and if true this would mean that the tumulus cannot lie over the natural 

summit.  Consequently, we decided to check this with the level and staff.  The level was set up at a 

convenient position on the summit of the North tumulus so that it had a 360 degree view that 

encompassed the whole of the summit area, as this would be important later in the survey. We then 
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proceeded to acquire staff readings at eight points of the compass around the North tumulus.  The 

results are shown in the diagram above.  There is a 0.85m height difference between the South side 

of the tumulus (the side facing towards the summit area) and its North side, thus confirming that the 

North tumulus cannot lie over the natural summit. 

The next step was to examine the summit area itself in more detail.  A reconnoitre identified the 

tumulus which lies about 100m to its South.  This is covered in thick heather and appears to be 

natural ground.  However, closer inspection reveals that it is made of loose stones which lie just 

beneath the layer of heather and moss.  To its South the ground falls away, so it is unlikely that the 

South tumulus covers the natural summit.  

Between the two tumuli there is a shallow pond and on the South side of this are two mounds.  

Between the pond and the South tumulus runs a track in a NE to SW direction and this has been 

excavated through ground that lies between the two mounds.  We could not be sure whether either 

of these mounds was natural or had been the result of excavation of the track or possibly the pond.  

Both the North and South sides of the pond were about a 0.75m high and vertical giving the 

impression that it too had been the result of human activity.  It is not clear why such a pond would 

have been constructed.  The area is a grouse moor with grit trays much in evidence and there would 

be no apparent reason requiring the construction of a pond for this purpose.   

A second track runs East-West about 15m from the South tumulus and to the North of it.  The 

highest point of this was also identified for further investigation  as was ground a few metres North 

of the pond which we are sure has not been disturbed by human activity.   

Lastly, we noted a boulder about 1m high and 1m across which lay on the West edge of the summit 

area.  A sketch of the summit area is shown below with North at the bottom, which thus gives the 

view over the summit area from the North tumulus.  

Sketch of summit area 

Photographs illustrating all of the above features are given in the Appendix. 
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Next, with the level in the same position as previously, staff readings were taken in each of the 

areas described and these are recorded in the summit sketch.  Note that the higher the staff reading 

then the lower the feature.  To determine a height difference between two features, one staff reading 

is subtracted from the other. 

The ten-figure Grid References recorded for each of these features are:- 

North tumulus 

Garmin Montana 600   SJ 23162 46429 Accuracy: averaged Height = 517m 

Garmin Etrex 20  SJ 23163 46428 Accuracy: averaged  Height = 511m 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23161 46425 Accuracy: averaged  Height = 520m 

Natural ground 

Garmin Montana 600   SJ 23159 46379 Accuracy: averaged Height = 512m 

Garmin Etrex 20 (JB)  SJ 23159 46380 Accuracy: averaged Height = 509m 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23157 46380 Accuracy: averaged Height = 517m  

Mound 1 

Garmin Montana 600   SJ 23143 46363 Accuracy: averaged Height = 512m 

Garmin Etrex 20 (JB)  SJ 23142 46364 Accuracy: averaged Height = 511m 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23143 46360 Accuracy: averaged Height = 517m  

Mound 2 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23157 46344 Accuracy: averaged Height = 521m  

Path 15m North of South tumulus 

Garmin Montana 600   SJ 23154 46341 Accuracy: averaged Height = 510m 

Garmin Etrex 20 (JB)  SJ 23156 46337 Accuracy: averaged Height = 508m 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23157 46340 Accuracy: averaged Height = 520m  

South tumulus 

Garmin Montana 600   SJ 23159 46328 Accuracy: averaged Height = 510m 

Garmin Etrex 20 (JB)  SJ 23157 46324 Accuracy: averaged Height = 508m 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23158 46327 Accuracy: averaged Height = 522m  

Boulder 

Garmin Montana 600   SJ 23121 46369 Accuracy: averaged Height = 509m 

Garmin Etrex 20 (JB)  SJ 23120 46369 Accuracy: averaged Height = 510m 

Garmin Oregon 450  SJ 23121 46379 Accuracy: averaged Height = 519m  

 

4) Discussion 

The first observation is that the South tumulus is 0.13m lower than the North tumulus.  The ground 

here falls away to the South so it is unlikely, but not impossible that the natural summit lies beneath 

it. Secondly, the next highest features are the two mounds.  To the nearest centimetre these are of 

equal height and about 0.6m lower than the top of the North tumulus, but about 1.1m higher than 

the South edge of its base.  Both of these features may be man-made as discussed above.  The 

ground on the track about 15m North of the South tumulus is 0.7m lower than the top of the North 

tumulus and 0.15m lower than the two mounds.  This could be natural ground, but it is by no means 

certain.  The boulder is the same height to within one centimetre.  While there are no other boulders 

in the summit area or within in view anywhere, there is no reason to doubt that it is part of the 

natural summit.  The area we have labelled as natural ground is 0.9m lower than the top of the 
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North tumulus.  In order to assign the summit to one of these features the following process would 

have to be followed:  

Mound 1 or mound 2 

One of these has to be proven to be natural in origin 

Ground 15m North of South tumulus 

This feature has to be proven to be natural and both mound 1 and mound 2 have to be shown to be 

man-made 

Boulder 

Mound 1, mound 2 and the ground by the South tumulus all have to be shown to be man-made 

Should evidence arise that the boulder had been placed in its current position by man and all the 

other features were shown to be man-made then the ‘natural ground’ we identified would assume 

summit status. 

5) The Trig Point 

 There was a clear view from the summit of the North tumulus to the trig point on the SE end of the 

summit area 0.86km away.  To the unaided eye this summit appeared very close in height.  A 

photograph of this is shown in the Appendix and it is clear that the ground upon which the trig point 

stands is much lower than the tumulus (the horizontal is given by the long line near the top of the 

field of view).  The stadia lines (the lower stadia line is the short horizontal line near the centre of 

the field of view in the photograph) enable an estimation of the height difference to be made. The 

method is described in detail elsewhere (ref 1).  While the base of the trig point is partially hidden 

by heather the best estimate yields a height of 512.3m for the tumulus (the level was 0.5m higher 

than the summit of the tumulus) based on the Ordnance survey value of 502.77m for the flush 

bracket of the trig point.  This compares with a value of 512.1m measured by Myrddyn Phillips.  

There is no ground between the summit bearing the trig point and the summit area investigated in 

this report that might be in contention for being as high.  

6) Summary and Conclusions 

The overall conclusion to be drawn from the survey is that the summit area has been extensively 

engineered by man both in the distant and recent past.  Therefore, it was not possible from on site 

observations to identify a natural summit for this hill. The highest natural ground that we felt we 

had identified confidently was the boulder on the western side of the man-made North and South 

Tops but it is 0.75m lower than the North Top. However, the two mounds are higher than this 

boulder and we would need additional evidence to identify these points as natural ground.  

Consequently, the top of the North tumulus should be taken as the summit feature unless or until 

further evidence of the provenance of these other features in the summit area can be resolved.   

The summit of Eglwyseg Mountain is at grid reference * SJ 23162 46427 and is an embedded 

rock on the top of the North tumulus. Its height as measured by Myrddyn Phillips is 512.1m.  

 

* NB average hand-held Garmin GPS grid references are quoted in the summary. 

 

John Barnard and Graham Jackson, 14 April 2016 
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Appendix 
The North tumulus 

 

The South tumulus 
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Looking from the summit of the North tumulus to the South tumulus 

 

The pond with ‘natural ground’ behind and the North tumulus beyond 
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Mound 1 seen from the SW-NE track 

 

The edge of mound 2 (top left) with the SW-NE track in the foreground 
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High point of track with South tumulus behind 

View from the boulder towards the North tumulus 
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The trig point as seen through the level from the summit of the North tumulus 

 


